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қўра атоқли отлардан талаб килинадиган мезонларга жавоб бермайди. Атоқли от бир дона, якка объектнинг номи бўлиши, индивидуал тушунчачи ифодалаши, тузилишига кўра сўзга (лексема)га якин туриши керак. База идора ва ташкилотлар, байрамлари, оммавий тадбирлар номи, айрим библионимлар қайд килинган мезонга жавоб бера олмайди. Бундай номлар атоқли от сифатида ономастик тизимга шартли равишда киритилади ва ўрганилади.

Ушбу мақолада ономастик бирликларнинг баъзи лексик ва грамматик ҳусусиятларга оид тушунчаларнинг таърифи,уларнинг турли тадқиқотчилар томонидан таснифлари такдим этилган, кардош ва нокардош тиллардаги бу бирликлар ҳакида маълумот берилди. Улар номлари атоқли отларнинг номи бошқарилганда кўрсатилади ва ўрганилади. Ушбу мақолада ономастик бирликлар пода раъиятига оид ташқиён қилинган. Атоқли от бир дона, якка объектнинг номи бўлиши, индивидуал тушунчачи ифодалаши, тузилишига кўра сўзга (лексема)га яқин туриши керак. Баъзи идора ва ташкилотлар, байрамлари, оммавий тадбирлар номи, айрим библионимлар қайд килинган мезонга жавоб бера олмайди. Бундай номлар атоқли от сифатида ономастик тизимга шартли равишда киритилади ва ўрганилади.

Аннотация. Ономастические единицы являются лексическим богатством узбекского языка, в силу этого подчиняются правилам строения, словообразования этого языка. Словообразовательные модели этих единиц, с одной стороны, зависят от особенностей апеллятивов, являющихся основой ономастических единиц, а с другой стороны, — от специфических особенностей таких единиц. Переход апеллятивной лексемы и словосочетания в разряд имён собственных — переход из одной категории в другую — означает образование новых лексем. В этом смысле переход обычных слов — апеллятивов — в разряд имён — это есть приобретение нового качества, новой функции относительно лексемы-основы. Ибо имя отличается от апеллятив-основы в его значении так же, как и строении и превращении последнего в средство коммуникативной связи. Поэтому наблюдаются преобразования, в именах появляются социально-официальные особенности, они начинают служить реализации национально-культурных, различных в этнографическом плане обычаях и традиций, религиозных обрядов. В зависимости от лингвистических и ономастических требований к именам собственным (семантические, номинативные, функциональные, структурные), ономастические единицы делятся на полноценные (истинные, реальные) и относительные имена. Полноценные имена собственные — это названия, устойчиво употребляемые в ономастической системе языка на протяжении долгого времени, отвечающие ономастическим критериям. Большинство таких имён собственных в зависимости от языкового строения и структуры отвечают требованиям целого или сложного слова, это — названия с устойчивым строением (например, антропонимы, топонимы, зоонимы, космонимы, агронимы, некронимы). Относительные имена собственные это — единицы, которые ещё не сформировались полностью в качестве имён собственных. Такие имена собственные по строению неудобны, громоздки, иногда даже равны целому предложению. Такие имена очень часто по содержанию и строению не отвечают требованиям имён собственных. Имена собственные должны называть один
It is known that onomastic units are the lexical fertility of the Uzbek language, so the structure of this language is dependent on the laws of construction. The structural patterns of these units are based, on the one hand, on the characteristics of the appellate, which is the basis for onomastic units, and, on the other hand, on the specific features of these units. The transition of appellate lexemes and word combinations to the function of a proper noun - the transition from one category to another - means the formation of new lexemes. In this sense, a simple word, with the transition of appellations to the function of the noun, acquires a new quality, a new function in relation to the source lexeme. Because noun differs from its source appellation, there are new changes in its meaning and structure and status as a means of communication; socio-formal features, national-cultural, ethnographic diversity, customs and rituals, religious beliefs affect the noun. According to the linguistic and onomastic requirements (semantic, nominative, functional, structural) for proper noun, onomastic units are divided into complete (real) proper nouns and relative proper nouns. Complete proper nouns are words that have been used constantly in the onomastic system of the language for a long time and correspond to onomastic criteria. Most of these proper nouns correspond to the requirements of simple or compound word in terms of linguistic structure, and they have a constant structure (e.g., anthroponyms, toponyms, zoonyms, cosonyms, agronomies, necronyms). Relative proper nouns are units that have not yet fully formed as proper nouns. These proper nouns are long; even equal to the whole sentences in terms of the structure. These nouns are not corresponding to the criteria required for proper nouns in terms of meaning and structure. Proper noun should be the name of a single object, express an individual notion, and be close to a word (lexeme) in structure. The names of some agencies and organizations, holidays, public events, some bibliographies are not suitable for the specified criteria. Such names are conditionally entered into the onomastic system and studied as proper nouns. This article describes the concepts of some lexical and grammatical features of onomastic units, their classifications by different researchers. It provides
information about these units in languages belonging or not belonging to
the same language family, and focuses on their similarities and
differences. In particular, the onomastic units of the Uzbek language that
are simple (primitive and derived), compound according to the structure,
the use of onomastic conversion, affixation, syntactic (composition)
methods in their formation have been analysed. It was found out that the
most productive method of forming proper nouns is the method of
onomastic conversion and composition.

**Keywords:** onomastic scale; onomastic notion; onomastic system;
onomastic conversion; onomastic composition; primitive onomastic
notion; constructions of onomastic notions; toponymic lexics; appellation;
appellative base; word-forming forms.

**Introduction.** The issue of lexical peculiarities of onomastic units is
very complicated as it has an ambiguous understanding. One of the
disputable problems is the notion of “onomastic lexics”.

For instance, when analyzing the structure of the toponymical lexics
under the title “toponymical lexics” some ideas and analyses of a number of
linguists related to the notion “toponymical lexics” were given in the book “
Структурные типы тюркских топонимов Горного Алтая” (Structural
Types of Turkic Toponyms of Mountaneous Altay) by O.T. Molchanova (5,
80). In addition, V. Shmilauer, F. Bazlat dealt with calculating appellatives
lying on the basis of toponyms and after defining them they called these
words “toponia basis”.

According to N.V. Podolskaya, every toponymic zone contains the
words which are the bases for toponym peculiar only to that area. The
words which serve to be a basis for creating toponyms of each area are
differentiated according to toponymic bases as well. She writes the following
about it: “Every territorial toponymy consists of stems which are repeated in
certain period and all together reflect the state of territorial toponymy” (7,
108–109). The same idea was said to anthroponyms as well (5, 81).

O. T. Molchanova supports the mentioned idea and states 1846
topolexemes formed on the basis of 3143 toponyms she researched in
Mountaineous Altay. The authors take into consideration appellatives which
serve to be a basis for toponyms of certain territories or anthroponyms. when
they use toponymic lexics. This simple lexics will serve to be a basis for a
dictionary to form a set of appellative toponyms; they are lexics, which are
appropriate to transfer to an onomastic system. To determine such words is
carried out on the basis of words and calculating their frequency in the
structure of such words. Thus, when we mention a toponymic lexics the
researchers mean simple words, appellatives which serve a basis for
toponyms and form toponyms — topolexeme (topobasis).

However, when the scholars mention toponymic lexics they do not
mean toponyms but lexemes which serve to be a basis for forming a
toponym. So, in this case is a toponym (a proper name) a lexics of a
toponymic system? Why is appellative, which lies on its basis, understood
when we say a toponymic lexics but not a toponym which is a unit of
dictionary (onomastics)? Does the fund of language toponymy consist of
proper nouns or does it consist of appellative which lies in its basis? In
general, are there common nouns in the system of onomastics?

In case, if a toponymic lexics consists of appellatives, how are the
stems of toponyms defined besides simple toponyms, compound and pair
structured toponyms? More than one lexeme in compound words comprise one word and what we have is one proper noun, isn’t it?

It is disputable to understand an appellative which lies on the basis of toponym when we use the notion “toponymic lexics”. The above-mentioned term can be understood as “a lexics which comprises a toponym, which can be a basis for forming a toponym”.

When the notion “toponymic lexics” is used, a toponym which is a unit of onomastic system should be understood. The words which serve to form toponyms are called a toponymic basis, an appellative basis, in general, it is appropriate to call appellative words and appellatives.

S. Karaev introduced the term and notion “toponymic lexics” in Uzbek toponymies. Although he, in his article entitled “Ўзбекистон топонимларининг топонимик лексикаси”, the terms “a toponymic lexics” and “topostems” were used. He defines a toponymic lexics in the following way: “All sets of words to name geographical objects by population are called toponymic lexics” (3, 33).

According to S. Karaev, “There are 2000 lexems on the basis about 13 000 oykonyms (city and village proper nouns) in Uzbekistan. These lexemes are simple appellatives: terms of natural geography, socio-political terms, terms of professions; proper nouns consisting of anthroponyms, ethnonyms, toponyms and hydronyms.”

The same idea can be found in other works by S. Koraev (2, 162). In general, the basic lexemes which are in the stem of toponyms are not differentiated in the works by S. Koraev. It is vividly seen when S. Koraev speaks about geographic terms and appellatives, disregarding toponyms which are proper nouns. For example, speaking about the spelling of toponyms he pays attention to the spelling of geographical terms but not the form and spelling of toponyms.

Results and discussion

The vocabulary material of the onomastic layer consists of the existing lexemes of the language (1, 35).

When the dictionary stem of a proper noun is transferred to the function of a proper noun without any semantic change, i.e. when it turns a language unit of the onomastic system, the name formed with the help of appellative basis the form will coincide with one another. For example, myrdu (stood) (appellative) — Turdi (Turdi) — a name, raiyo (basil) (appellative) — Raymon (Raymon) — a name, қайтмас (stubborn, courageous) (appellative) — Kaytmas (Kaytmas) (dog’s name), учрашув (meeting) (ordinary word) — “Учрашув” (The Meeting) (the name of the fiction), etc. There exist such coinciding notions. But it does not mean that such names will not differ from their dictionary basis. When the appellative is transferred to an onomastic system the nominative function of the word changes, and it is transferred to a category of proper nouns from a simple name of an object, if first as an ordinary word it expresses a general notion and now as a proper noun expresses a single and individual notion, and they are spelled with a capital letter. The form of the appellative basis of a proper name does not change, it is relative. In onomastic system it is combined with other words to form new proper names: Uchkurgan, Uchtepa, Uchkuduk and Uchterak. Many compound nouns are formed in this way and it causes to appear new proper nouns in the combination of appellative names: like Khanka district, Uzun district, High Land and Narrow Ditch. Although
being unproductive some suffexes create new onomastic units with the help of word forming ones: Dustlik, Soyluk, Navai (a pennaime), etc.

In many cases the appellative basis is of universal character in the framework of the onomastic system, i.e. one appellative basis can serve to create more than one name. For example, the appellative минг formed the following (6, 78): Мингтут (oykonym), Мингбулоқ (hydronym), Мингчинор (toponym), etc.

One of the peculiar features of the onomastic system is that not every word in the language can be transferred to the function of a proper noun. Some words do not form proper nouns at all and they form several names in some cases. For example, pronouns do not almost function as a proper noun. Few onomotopic words, repeated words and pair words can form proper nouns. Like “Танып-мунп” (the name of the game), “Эп-Эп” (a song).

Observations which were carried out on onomastic layer of appellative bases showed that common nouns and adjectives are very active among the words to fulfill the function of proper nouns or words to form such names. As well as numerals,verbs and verb forms. We give some proofs:

1. Proper names the appellative basis of which is nouns: Dinar, Burgut, Marjon, Sadaf, Kanor (horses' names — zoonyms), Zangiata, Kambarata , Chighatavata (places of pilgrimage), Baliyekhi, Tumanbashi, Bagi Shamal (the names of the gardens), Jiydazar, Archazar (the names of the trees), Jarsay, Bulaksay, Bulbulsay, Durman adir, Beklar arig, Dengizkul, Otakul, Tashbulak (hydronyms), etc.

2. Proper names the appellative basis of which is adjectives: Yakini, Oydin (pennames), Akdev, Karadev (mythonyms), Kukkashka (horse name), Kiziltepa, Karakul, Yitimtag, Yangibazar, Yangiarik, Yangibazar, Yangitepa, Aktepa, Kuku and Buzarik

Our observations show that the following adjectives can be the basis for proper noun formation:


Numerals are also active to be used as proper nouns and they indicate to the exact quantity or abundance of the named objects. Our observation showed that the following appellatives are used in numerals: ўч (three): Учкурғон (Uchkurangan), Учитарак (Uchterak), Учкудук (Uchkuduk), Учкурик (Uchkuprik), Учитана (Uchtera), Уччоқ чувқиси (peak of Uchuchak), Уччурчак (Uchkarach) (cosmonym): беш (five): Бешкан (Beshkara), Бешкырасак (Beshkarsak) (dance), Бештов (Beshtoy), Бешкыз (Beshkiz) (mountain), Бешчар (Beshchara) (mountain), Бештера (Beshtera): етти (seven): Еттикворку (Seven Pirates) (cosmonym); миис (thousand): Миисчинор (Mingchinar), Миисбулак (Mingbulak), Миистена (Mingstera), Миисгули музласси(Chain of Mingyilkii): кирк (forty) Кирккиз (Kirkkiz), Киркказонбуюм (Kirkkazanbulak), Кирктун (Kirktest) (a game) кўш (double): Кўштотик (Kushutik), Кўшкырик (Kushkuprik), Кўшкўдук (Kushkuduk), Кўшқўрик (Kushchukki), Кўштена (Kushstera): биринчи (the first), иккинчи (the second), уччинчи (the third), тўртинчи (the fourth), саккизинчи (the eighth), “биринчи кўр” (The First Snow) (tradition), “Биринчи тарона” (The First Melody), “Иккинчи тарона” (The Second Melody). “Уччинчи тарона” (The Third Melody). “Тўртинчи тарона” (The Fourth Melody) (music). “Биринчи тухмалмас” (The First Muhammas), “Иккинчи тухмалмас” (The Second Muhammas), “Уччинчи тухмалмас” (The Third Muhammas), “Тўртинчи тухмалмас” (The Fourth Muhammas) (music), The 8th of March (a holiday).

Proper nouns that are formed of verbs have two features in the structure:

1. The name is formed of the verb stem: Like Ўнгал бахши (Unghal Bakhshi), Қайткун булоқ (Kaynar bulak), Уччоқ тарона (The Meeting) (art work), “Қўпнаб мун” (Search and Find) (type of game), “Ашарраб” (Aghdarash) (type of game), “Тенинег” (kicking) (sport — wrestling style) and “Қайткун” (Returning) (fiction). The proper nouns containing other types of words along with verbs can be included in this group as well: Like: Суғорокўл (Suvyorgankal) and Уччарбулоқ (Flying Fish) (cosmonym).

2. The verb is used in the structure of some sentences which is equal to syntactical structures: “Келинкўрд” (Kelinkurdi), “Келинчакирд” (Kelinchakirdi), “Келинчор” (Kelinchorlar), “Кыйилмакирд” (Kiyimkirdi), “Тўзунакирд” (Tugunkirdi), “Эшикочдор” (Eshikochdi), “Болакчакирд” (Bolachakirdi) (the names of wedding and wedding ceremonies), “Кетмончопд” (Ketmanchopdi) (mountain), “Тўлқоқсозл” (Tukomoksoldi) (a mountain pass), etc.

It should be stated that the onomatopic units (proper nouns) that comprise onomastic layer like common nouns follow the linguistic peculiarities of the Uzbek language. It is clearly seen from their nominative features of the grammatical structure. Observation of the grammatical structure and methods of formation of the units of onomatopic layer showed that names according to the linguistic structure are divided into the following
types: 1. Simple proper nouns. 2. Compound proper nouns. 3. Proper nouns with Combinations. 4. Proper nouns with Complex Strictures.

Names with simple structures can be of two types: root proper nouns and derived proper nouns. These two forms of the names are very close to the criteria for the structure of the lexemes of the nominative units and proper nouns that coincide with their forms. The names with root and derived forms can be found in the structure of any form of the units of onomastic units and types. In many cases the root and derived names which have such structure are formed by the method of conversion as a result of transformation of a proper noun.

The units of onomastic layer with root structure are transformation of their own layer or the layer of borrowed words with the function of proper noun. In this case there will be no change in the linguistic form of stem word when it is transferred to the function of a proper noun. And to say that there will be no change in the form of a word through this method is relative as a word which is transferred to the function of a proper noun is spelled with a capital letter. For example, like ўлмас (living) (a word) — Ўлмас (Ulmas) (a name), опасма (neat) (a word) — Опасма (Orasta) (a name). But it happens only in written speech (text) and it will not influence on the pronunciation type after it is transferred to the inction of a proper noun. A capital letter, in this case, only indicates that a lexeme is a proper noun.

Onomastic units with root structure can be found in the structure of proper nouns: For example, the names, Батир, Рашул, Малохат (names), Овсар, Думбул (pennames), Кашка, Турик (zoonym), Аллах, Год (teonym), Буха, Олт, Канд, Косон (Kasan) (astionyms), Сур, Асука, Сукх, Чакар (toponyms), Сир, Ану, Арав (hydroynms). “Tapон” (Music), “Нақш” (fornament), “Муножот” (Munojot), “Занг” (Zang), “Лазги” (Lazgi), “Ларзон” (Larzon) (the name of musical works): “The Plane Tree” (works by Askar Mukhtar), “The Horizon” (work by Said Ahmad), “Yadgar” (work by G. Gulam).

In fact, majority of the root onomastic units were formed of root structured appellative stems. In the system of the units of derived onomastic layer derived paroper nouns occupy a considerable place. Proper nouns with derived structure can be of two types according to the grammatical structure: 1) the names consisting of simple word; 2) the names consisting of compound words. Each two types of names are the lexemes which were created to form a new name. If in the first case the name relies on the affixation, and in the second the name relies on the syntactical method of naming.

The proper names consisting of simple words. Observations showed that the formation of derived proper nouns in the form of a simple word is based on two methods:

1) a new name is formed by adding to word which comprises the basis of nomination: like Завки, Шавки, Саккоки (pennames), the Creator (teonym), Чакалак, Олмаши, Бутazor, Санглак, Сойлик, Намозгох, Катирчи, Арчазор, Иджазор, Кориччи (specialist in water construction), Каянор (toponym), “Political Studies”, “Moral Studies” (the names of scientific works), “Даракчи” (the names of the newspaper), “Бурхутли” (mountain pass). “Шулоби”, “Бекзоди”, “Юмалак”, “Амири”, “Камол” “Камолий” (varieties of melon), Навманча (a village);

2) the existing derived word in the language is transferred to the function of a proper noun, although in this case the nominative function
remains as it is. Thus, the change will take place in the function of the name and naming function: Pakhtakor, Mirishkor (toponyms), “The Ladies' Man” “The Patient”, “Freedom” (the fiction), Gulzor, Dustlik, Tinchlik, Ipakchi, Degrezlik, Miskarlik, Uqchi/ Uchchi (street names), Akhtachi, Tuvokli, Kulonchi, Mevazor, Olchazor, Tezob Kozoyokli (toponyms of ethnonymic character), etc.

It should be stated that proper nouns formed by the word forming (building) suffixes are not many in the onomastic system, Thus, word forming by adding morphemes are not active. The transferring of the lexemes which contain word forming suffixes to the function of proper nouns is not an active process either. A number of appellatives consisting of borrowed words of derived character are borrowed from Persian-Tajik languages and they were borrowed ready made in Uzbek onomastic system and they are proper nouns of the objects which are named by Tajik and Kazakh population. It is inappropriate to analyze such words as a result of the Uzbek word formation system. For instance: Buyrabof Margizor, Kamongaron, Mokisozon, Kuhisiyoh, Rudak, Sufiyon, Regzor, Harantuy, Boghzahan, Kuhisafed (toponyms): Guli Dovudi, Guli Jafari (the names of the flowers), etc.

Thus, when we speak about the structure and formation patterns of onomastic units it is necessary to differentiate Uzbek names from derived root and derived proper nouns from other languages, the words formed by the help of the Uzbek suffixes and transferred as proper nouns.

The compound proper nouns. Compound proper nouns, according to their structure, are opposed to simple proper nouns and according to the formation are opposed to the names formed by affixation. Compound proper nouns are new names which are formed by means of two words or of two dictionary roots mentioned in some works.

Various words and word combinations like appellative, appellative root, two words, adding indicators to the root word names formed syntactically, the name formed by composition are used instead of the above-mentioned terms in the given works in onomastics and nomination. If the given diversity shows the different views in the works related to the system of word formation of the Uzbek languages, one should note that it depends on diversity and richness of the materials in the onomastic system. But observations on onomastic layer of the Uzbek language show that syntactical method is leading and the most active as well as productive way as it is in the system of common words and in terminology. Therefore, when we speak about the compound words and their spelling, it is natural that proper nouns are also taken into consideration (4, 181). One can see that compound proper nouns are form in two ways: 1) the names formed on the pattern of a compound word; 2) proper names formed on the basis of compound word which is transferred to a proper noun.

The names formed on the pattern of a compound word include proper names formed within the onomastic system: like Khudoyberdi, Yovkochdi (names), Dumbulniso (penname), Karadev (mythonym), Ghirkuk, Kukqashga, Tarlonbuz (horses’ names), Kukburi, Akburi (zoonyms) and Sunbulkush, Akkush (omytonyms). Indicators which is added to the root of the name play an important role in the formation of the names formed on the pattern of a compound word:

Antroponymic indicators: indicator бой (boy//bay):


Turkic and Tajik names with isophet are essentially compound proper names. Despite the fact that their components are written separately in the texts they do not lose their features of being compound proper names. They are divided into two groups: a) the second component of the name in many cases the indicator takes the possessive suffix: Олой бозори (Alay Market), Қўйлиқ бозори (Kuylik Market), Оқмачит қалъаси (Akmachit Fortress), Дангли ҳовлиси (Kangli Yard), Аҳрор масжиди (Mosque of Ahror), Қукaldoshi мадрасаси (Kukaldash Mosque), Юнусхон макбораси (The Grave of Yunuskhun (Yunuskhan Tomb)); b) the components of names connected with Tajik isopha: Kul Kubbon, Boghi Chinar, Korizi Nav, Korizi Zah, Korizi Tubay, “Maqomi Dugah”, “Nasri Charoz”, “Maqomi Segoh”, “Shohi Suzana”.

Both of the two components of the mentioned toponymic models are close to combinatory names as a compound proper name of one object, but due to the existence of a certain pause in the pronunciation of the first part of the name and due to writing separately. Especially, the parts of the names with isopha written together, they coincide with compound words: like Бозибаланд.

The Combinatory Proper Nouns. Combinatory proper nouns occupy a considerable place in the system of onomastics. Compound names can be found in all proper nouns included in onomastic layer. For example: Бадал новча (Badal Tall); Зуфия бахши (Zulfia throat singer), Мирак наққош (Mirak engraver (antroponyms): Оқмачит қалъаси (Akmachit Fortress), Афросиёб қўрғони (Afrosiyab Fortress), Самарканд дарвоза (Samarka Gate), Бибихоним мадрасаси (Bibikhonim Madrasah), Давлатбека даямаси (Tomb of Davlatbek): Андижон вилояти (Andijan Region), Ўчи тумани (Uychi district), Оқтепа қумлоғи (Aktepa Sand), Бобур тоғи (Babur Mountain), Дўрмон ариғи (Durman Irrigation Ditch)(teonyms, toponyms, hydronyms): “Бойсун гўзали” (Boysun Beauty), “Мустафий манзара” (Blue Landscape), “Кўз тоғи” (The Autumn Morning) (the names of the art works), “Насри Ажам” (Nasri Ajam). “Учиничи пешрав” (The Third Peshrav), “Биринчи Мухаммад” (The First Muhammad) (the names of musical works), “Навруз байрами” (Navruz Holiday), “Сумалак сайли” (Festival of Sumalak), “Қурбан ҳайити” (Ramadan) (the names of the holidays), “Улугбек ҳазинаси” (The Treasure of Ulughbek), “Нур борки, соя бор” (Where there is Ray, there is Shadow). “Синап сенор” (The Broken Setor) (the names of the fiction — biblionyms); “Майдонтол тиз маси” (Maydontol Mountain Chains), “Қиркқиз қояси” (Kirkkiz Rock), “Саодат учун үккў” (The Peak that Saodat Fiew) (oronyms), “Саодат фиве” (Eagle, the group of stars), Саев туркуми (Savr, the group of stars), Камма айк туркуми (Big Bear, the group of stars), Етти қароқчи (Seven Pirots, the group of stars)(cosmonyms), etc.


It should be stated that the mentioned names consisting of three and four parts belong to proper nouns due to naming a single object to differ that type of objects. The mentioned names are official. But according to the law of economizing in the language, as there is a tendency to have short and brief names, they have shortened form in unofficial and colloquial speech. In this case one part of the name is omitted: like Yunusabad (Peasants Market), “For Health Generation”, the Grave of Yumnaskhan (Eshan): Graveyard of (Khoja) Ubaydulla Ahror. (The Republic of Uzbekistan) Constitution Day: (Republican) Fund of the Disabled “State Museum of the Temurids History” and (Uzbekistan State Art Museum).

The names with complex structures. There are such names in the system of onomastics that considered to be independent and are a proper name of a single notion or an object from its essence. Since they consist of many parts they do not meet the requirements of the word as an onomastic unit, i.e. a proper noun in full. Although they are connected with a single notion due to nomination requirements and meaning, they have a structure that is opposite to the form of lexeme, the unit of a language. This group of names include mainly the names of state organizations, enterprises, trade and financial objects, educational institutions, political holidays, days and titles. For instance: Press and Mass Media Workers’ Day (Матбуот ва оммавий ахборот ходимлари куни), Military Air Fleer Day of the Republic of Uzbekistan (Ўзбекистон Республикаси Ҳарбий ҳаво флоти куни), National Information Agency of Uzbekistan, People’s Artist of Uzbekistan, Honoured Cattle Breeder of the Republic of Uzbekistan, International Prize “For Peace and Spiritual Solidarity”, Hard Fusing and Heat Resistant Metalls Combine of Uzbekistan (Ўзбекистон қийиғин эрийдиган ва ўтга чидамли металлар комбинати), Shreders Research Institute of Horticulture and Viniculture (P. P. Шредер номидаги боғдорчилик, узумчилик ва виночилик илмий тадқиқот институти), Tashkent Pedagogical University after Nizami, Automobile Transportation State Shareholders Company of Uzbekistan, State Art Museum after Navai.

The form of the mentioned names are long and the reason for it that the object named with combination of names (double names). For example, in the name Tashkent State Pedagogical University after Nizami there are four parts (names): a) University after Nizami; b) Tashkent University; c) State University; d) Pedagogical University. In reality it will be appropriate to call it “Tashkent State University”.

Such names do not meet the requirements of lexeme and proper name in their full sense, and they do not meet the nomination rules of the language in terms of economizing either as they will be included conditionally in onomastic system just for naming an object. Thus the names consisting of many components are conditionally proper nouns. In unofficial communication these names are used in a convenient form: like Pedagogical University, University after Nizami: Shreders, the Institute of Shreders; People’s Artist.
Conclusion. According to the linguistic and onomastic requirements (semantic, nominative, functional, structural) for proper noun, onomastic units are divided into complete (real) proper nouns and relative proper nouns. Complete proper nouns are words that have been used constantly in the onomastic system of language for a long time and correspond to onomastic criteria. Most of these proper nouns correspond to the requirements of simple or compound word in terms of linguistic structure, and they have a constant structure (e.g., anthroponyms, toponyms, zoonyms, cosonyms, agronomies, necronyms). Relative proper nouns are units that have not yet fully formed as proper nouns. These proper nouns are long; even equal the whole sentences in terms of the structure. These nouns are not corresponding to the criteria required for proper nouns in terms of meaning and structure. Proper noun should be the name of a single object, express an individual notion, and be close to a word (lexeme) in structure. The names of some agencies and organizations, holidays, public events, some bibliographies are not suitable for the specified criteria. Such names are conditionally entered into the onomastic system and studied as proper nouns.
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